15&16

DE-FASHIONING EDUCATION

Von Hardenburgh & Ci Phillips
ALT-BLACK FASHION STUDIES (USA)

Thakur & Matthew Webb
TEACHING DESIGN THROUGH CRAFT: A STUDIO TOUR AT THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF FASHION (Germany)

LEARNINGS FROM A POST-FASHION MAKING LAB (United Kingdom)

FASHION UTOPIAS: AN EXPLORATION OF THE POSSIBLE THROUGH A PLURIVERSAL LENS - WHAKAPAPA (GENEALOGY) KAITIAKITANGA

Theodoor Adriaans & Lou Croff Blake
QUEER NEEDLEWORK CIRCLE (The Netherlands)

FASHIONING OUR FUTURE THROUGH REWILDING EDUCATION: AN INDIGENOUS PERSPECTIVE (New Zealand)

HYBRID

Tanveer Ahmed
THE ROLE OF SPACE AND PLACE AND COLONIALITY (United Kingdom)

HYBRID

The event is organized in cooperation with

Lecturer at Berlin University of the Arts [Renate Stauss]

FORMATS

not only for having. 2 learning and practices of fashion into balance with futures, relationships with nature, and with one another.1 different educational models and approaches: a community as contemplation. A collaborative, critical and creative and Tits) ACTIVATE: DE-GROWTH NARRATIVES – IMPLEMENT DE-GROWTH PARADIGMS (Germany)

Ermenc & Sonia Genders & Becky De Lacy
»LOOKS« AN EXHIBITION FOSTERING A COMMUNITY OF COLLABORATION, CO-CREATION (USA)

Genevieve Cyr & Giannina Gomez & Constanza Orlowski & Yetunde Saap
EXTRA-PEDAGOGY: CONNECTING TO COMMUNITIES VIA STRUCTURES (Germany)

Cuenca & Macarena Sánchez Balbuena & Úrsula Suarez Bazo & Ana Villamil Guerrero
WHY REFASHION? FASHION, POETICS AND HYBRIDITY BETWEEN HISTORIES, FUTURE IMAGININGS, SENSORIAL EXPERIENCES, SYSTEMS AND PRACTICE (USA)

Sarah D. Wright & Darek McAlister & Rebekah Reinhart & Shanae Turner & Mary Margaret McSween & Jerry Reilly & Karen Blum
WALKING THROUGH THE HOMESTRONG ROOM: THE STRUGGLE TO DE-FASHION (USA)

Özbengi Uslu
TRANSITION FROM SUSTAINABLE TO A RESPONSEABLE FASHION PARADIGM IN FASHION EDUCATION (Turkey)

TECHNOLOGY: PRACTICES OF FORGETTING AND REMEMBERING (USA)

Sunny Dolat (The Nest Collective, Kenya)
PANEL+

COLLABORATIVE SESSION II

De-Growth & De-Fashion, Education & Equity

PANEL+

COMMUNITY PROJECT WITH

PANEL+

DE-GROWTH & DE-FASHION, EDUCATION & EQUITY

PROVOCATIONS & PODCASTING, BAR & BOOKS, DISCUSSIONS & DISCO

WILL BE STREAMED.

15-16 September 2023

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-iew-society' Degrowth conference Leipzig, 3 Dimensions of learning for a de-growth survival of the capitalist system?'3

Anjana Das (Creative Director, India)

papers & workshops & learning projects & walks (Associate Professor of Fashion Studies at Parsons School of Dialogue Otto von Busch (Professor of Integrated Design at Haus Bastian – Centre for Cultural Education)

COLLABORATIVE SESSION III

PANEL+

LEARNING & LIVING WITH:

FASCINATING UPS AND DOWNS - WEAVER WORKSHOP FOR

Teresa Fagbohoun

GENUINE SENSES, PERCEPTIONS, REASONS AND JUSTIFICATIONS

FASHIONING EDUCATION & THINKING TOGETHER!

Anjana Das (Creative Director, India)

papers & workshops & learning projects & walks (Associate Professor of Fashion Studies at Parsons School of Dialogue Otto von Busch (Professor of Integrated Design at Haus Bastian – Centre for Cultural Education)

COLLABORATIVE SESSION III

PANEL+

LEARNING & LIVING WITH:

FASCINATING UPS AND DOWNS - WEAVER WORKSHOP FOR

Teresa Fagbohoun

GENUINE SENSES, PERCEPTIONS, REASONS AND JUSTIFICATIONS

FASHIONING EDUCATION & THINKING TOGETHER!